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Samantha Lee / Insider My husband of 15 years has just revealed that he has a child from a previous relationship, and that the baby was born 15 to 20 years ago. I have five children with him. I'm not sure my husband's lying about how recently he found out about the baby. My gut tells me he knew all along and hid it from me for years. I
don't know where to turn. Should I stay with him, or should I go?33, Alabama Dear Alabama, given that your husband has dropped out, it's normal to question the future of your relationship. The fact that you're most fixated on whether your husband lied about his knowledge of his child speaks volumes about your relationship with your
husband, therapist Kelly Scott of New York told me. I would imagine that if this is where her head went to learning this news, she probably already had some doubts about the relationship even before she learned about this guy, Scott told me. This does not necessarily mean that your husband is not worthy of your trust, or that you will
never be able to trust him again. However, this means that you have some thinking about why you may have had trouble trusting him in the first place. According to Scott, you need to find out how much your lack of trust for your partner stems from his previous actions and how much comes from your tendency to be distrustful of others. A
therapist can offer an objective perspective and help you guess, Scott said, but if you don't have the resources to see a professional, a trusted friend who doesn't have an agenda about your relationship status could also help. Once you explore your dynamic relationship a little more, you'll have more clarity about whether it's one that can
be repaired or one that needs to move on from. There's no right or wrong choice, and only you can decide if your husband's message is critical to you. If you decide overarching trust issues are something that can be improved, you should figure out how to talk to your kids about their once-secret siblings, because this message concerns
them too, even if they don't know it yet. Scott suggested recruited a therapist who specializes in working with children to talk about the new family dynamic that you and your kids could have in the store. As a resident insider sex and relationships reporter, Julia Naftulin is here to answer all your questions about dating, love, and doing it –
no doubt it's too weird or taboo. Julia regularly consults a panel of health professionals, including relationship therapists, gynecologists and urologists, to get science-based answers to your poignant questions with a personal twist. Do you have a question? Fill out this anonymous form. All questions will be published anonymously. Related
coverage from Doing It Right: My partner won't have sex until marriage, but I'm very sexual. Should I have an affair to get it out of my system? I'm having an affair with my friend's partner, and became manipulative. Should I confess? My antidepressants make it difficult to orgasm. How am I supposed to tell my partner and make sex fun
again? For more information Edit Charming ladies man Johnny Miller is bored with his still committed wife, swimming instructor Susan. Under the 'Bachelor' alias Jake Miller has a relationship with psychologist Laurel McArthur, who has had aquaphobia since she witnessed her brother drown 25 years ago. When Laurel enters Susan's
class in Atlanta, the women intimately connect and discover that they have it in common... Written by KGF Vissers Plot Summary | Add Synopsis Slogans: What do you do when the other woman is your best friend? See more » Certificate: View all certifications » Parents' guide: Add a content newsletter for parents » Adjust Susan's weight
noticeably fluctuate from scene to scene. More » Susan Miller: She was my only friend, Johnny. More » References Villit kuviot (1998) More » User Reviews Edit Release Date: 6. March 2000 (USA) More » Also known as: Der Mann der Anderen More » C.M. Two productions, Hearst Entertainment Show more » Aspect ratio: 1.33 : 1 See
full technical specifications » All reviews can be found on my blog on a huge fan of history, I tried to contain my excitement when the opportunity aroused to read Gill Paul's new novel. Even if you're not a complete history fan, there's a high chance you've heard of the name, 'Wallis Simpson'. Also, if you remember a certain date in 1997
when 'The People's Princess' lost its life, you may already find yourself knowing a few key points of the story without realizing all the reviews can be found on my blog at a huge fan of history, I struggled to maintain my excitement when the opportunity arose to read Gill Paul's new novel. Even if you're not a complete history fan, there's a
high chance you've heard of the name, 'Wallis Simpson'. Also, if you remember a certain date in 1997 when 'The People's Princess' lost her life, you may already find yourself knowing a few key points of the story without realizing it. Said from two different points of view – 86 years apart, 'Another Woman's Husband' shines a spotlight on
two women whose names, and lives, will forever be imprinted in our historical timeline; Wallis Simpson and Princess Diana. Both women found themselves very popular in the media, with Princess Diana even dubbed the 'Princess of the People'. Let's be honest, we all know how Wallis Simpson managed to create a media frenzy, even in
those days! While 'Another Woman's Husband' is a work of fiction, the plot is supported by facts about Princess Diana and Wallis Simpson, as well as several other historical since 1911. Before I started Gill Paul's novel, I was aware of Wallis Simpson and her not so glowing reputation in the world of history. I'm not going to lie, I get Google
on hand on my phone so I could double-check some of the storylines as I moved on. It wasn't that I didn't trust the author of the research, it was because I became so invested in every word of the story, I ended up not knowing the difference between the facts, and the author's fictional additions. Everything just went smoothly. Although the
story was told by Rachel in 1997, at the time of Diana's death, the years did not move forward, which meant that a particular part of the story was easier to dive in and out of, perfect for when the view changed to Mary Kirk from 1911. What I found clever was how the book began in 1997, was set in Paris initially with Princess Diana being
the main topic of conversation, in a book that is published during the 20th anniversary of Diana's death – when the theme of 'The Princess of the People' will be back in the media again. Of course, this will be a theme at the forefront of Princess Diana's royalists and fans around the world at the moment. So, reading the devastating event in
black and white sent trembling up and down the spine. There's one thing hearing about it on the news or watching it on TV, but then there's another thing reading in a book and letting your subconscious take note of that piece of information while musing it through and digesting it in the only way your smart mind can; Dramatically. Don't get
me wrong, I was immersed in the 1997 part of the story, but for me, my favorite parts have been since 1911, which were written with Wallis Simpson's best friend in mind, Mary Kirk. I knew Miss Simpson was scandalous, but eeeeesh! I loved being able to read the story like I was back in 1911, watching the drama unfold with my own eyes.
Obviously, being mostly a work of fiction, it can be quite difficult to distinguish between fictional points of view and facts, but fortunately the author was one step ahead and included which parts were the facts right at the end of the book. I was incredibly intrigued at how one woman managed to make such a mark on history, but seemed to
handle it as if it were the norm. I wouldn't be myself if I wasn't rude, so I admit wallis stepped up a few times. It just goes to show how different society and ethics were in those days with how people responded to Wallis's transgressions. Although back then it was a case of 'that's not what you know, it's who you know', which also applies to
today's society unfortunately. Maybe it was Wallis Simpson who created this particular opinion? Who knows. There were times when I was quite happy have google at hand, as when a certain event shocked me to the core and I had to google it to see if it was really a fact or whether the author wrote it himself. The author is really that good
at combining all opinions and timelines flawlessly. As strange as it sounds, I wasn't emotionally ready to say goodbye to those moments in time that got us on this journey today. It's crazy how one person's choices can create such a damaging ripple for everyone or anything that ends up in their path. The thing about history is that people
will remember it, as it's been documented a million times. I admit that many of the people involved will no longer be alive, but their distant relatives could be. Can you imagine? Another Woman's Husband's Husband gave me the biggest book hangover I've ever had. I became annoyed when I had to stop reading because of the need to get
into adult stuff, and I was absolutely devastated when the book ended. Gill Paul's narration was beautifully engaging, often leaving me in a state of anxiety as I became incredibly invested in several characters and their lives. Gill Paul invited me on a historic journey with 'Another Woman's Husband' – a journey that made me feel like I was
constantly fed such rich and juicy knowledge, changing my worldview without knowing it at the time. I was hypnotized by the authors of wonderful writing, her wonderful story-telling, and her second no research skills. I loved everything about this book. Absolutely, utterly brilliant. Having read 193 books already this year, I can say that
'Another Woman's Husband' has managed to become my favorite book of the year so far, while being in my top three most popular books of all time. These are my friends, a work of art. Every reader (and not the reader!) should be proud and fulfilled to have another woman's husband on his library. Phenomenal.Thank you so much
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